The genomic RNA packaging scheme of Red clover necrotic mosaic virus.
Red clover necrotic mosaic virus (RCNMV) is a small icosahedral plant virus with a bipartite RNA genome. While the RCNMV genome consists of two RNAs, it has not been definitively established whether these RNAs are co-packaged into a single virion or packaged individually into separate virions. Biochemical evidence exists to support both hypotheses. To determine the genomic RNA complement within RCNMV, virions were subjected to heat treatments and UV crosslinking. A stable RNA-1:RNA-2 heterodimer was formed with both treatments establishing that RCNMV genomic RNAs are co-packaged into a single virion. Furthermore, RNA-2 homodimer and homotrimers were also observed indicating that some virions contain multiple copies of RNA-2 exclusively. These results indicate that RCNMV virions consist of two distinct populations: (i) virions containing both genomic RNAs; and (ii) virions with multiple copies of RNA-2. This type of hybrid packaging arrangement was unexpected and appears to be unique among the multipartite RNA viruses.